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Rockschool guitar grade 1 pdf

Guitar Grade 1 features: 6 new arrangements of iconic rock, pop, and contemporary music tracks by classical and contemporary artists &amp; 6 Rockschool Originals The most diverse selection of contemporary music ever seen in a syllabus that makes the Grades accessible to anyone without any musical taste to turn off Fact Files: band and artist
background with recommended listening Walkthroughs: in-depth accompaniment to any song Downloadable audio: easy online access to audio content All essential music theory and technique you need to pass your exams Adele - Rolling In The Deep The Script - The Man Who Can't Be Moved The Temptations - My Girl Booker T &amp; The MGs - Green
Onions Stereophonics - Dakota Green Day - Basket Case 6 Rockschool Originals There is no errata for this book. Page 34 Ear Test 1: There should be no double bar line between bars 1 and 2. Learn more about the Guitar Grade 1 syllabus Get it by Wed, 28 Oct - 29 Oct from BLACKBURN, Lancashire • New state • 14 days return - Buyer pays return |
RetourpolicyU also use titles from the Classics series of Rockschool as part of the syllabus. Rock school Guitar 2018-2024. Learn to play rock and pop with Rockschool. Grade 1 Book/Audio.See details and exclusions - Rockschool Guitar 2018-2024 Grade 1 Book/Audio Any 8 brand new entries The Grade 1 Acoustic exam is for candidates who typically
have learned six months to a year. They have mastered the most important basic skills at basic debut level and have since made more use of technique, rhythms, coordination and musical understanding. There is also an opportunity to build on basic improvisation. There are two types of exams available on grade 1, a grade exam or performance certificate.
Your exam consists of performance pieces by artists such as Bob Marley, Ed Sheeran &amp; Jeff Buckley. Exam Timings Grade Exam: 20 Minutes (approx)Performance Certificate: 17 minutes (approx)The Rockschool Acoustic Guitar Grade 1 book contains everything you need to pass your Grade 1 exam in one essential book, with a truly diverse range of
contemporary repertoire from some of the world's most iconic artists, including Bob Marley, Ed Sheeran &amp; Jeff Buckley. VISIT THE SHOP There are two types of exams available, a grade exam or performance certificate. Grade Exam 3 Performance Pieces (two of which may be Free Choice Pieces)Candidates choose to play either Performance Pieces
or Technical Exercises firstThe 15% of the exam mark Represents Technical Exercises (Section A, B, C and D for level 3 qualifications)Candidates choose to play performance pieces or technical exercises firstThe 15% of the exam mark Sight Reading or Improvisation &amp; Interpretation (Debut to grade 5); Study Pieces (Grade 6 to Grade 8)Candidates
get an unseen test to prepare and performThis is good for 10% 10% The exam marks 2 Ear TestsCans respond to 2 auditory tests. These account for 10% of exam marks 5 General Musicing QuestionsCandidates answering 5 questions based on one of the performed dos account for 5% of exam marks Performance Certificate 5 Performance Pieces only
(three of these may be Free Choice Pieces)These account for 20% of the exam mark each. The documents in the grade book can be used for both the grade exam and the performance certificate. At grade 1 they are short, usually one to one and a half minutes in duration. The expectation and length of the documents are designed so that candidates can
demonstrate the required assessment criteria. Recommended Repertoire: Come as You Are - Nirvana Seven Nation Army - White Stripes Hallelujah - Jeff Buckley Perfect - Ed Titanium - Ed Sunshine Superstars Redemption Song - Bob Marley At Grade 1 there are three groups of technical work: Scales, Chords and Acoustic Riff All exercises should be
played in straight feel, in the keys, octaves and tempos shown. Candidates can use their book for all groups during the exam. Group A must be played with a click. The examiner plays the click at the given pace and the candidates must start playing after four clicks. Group B power chords must be played as a continuous sequence to a click. Important and
small chords are played as individual chords, each chord is announced by the examiner. Group C plays on a backing track. GROUP A – Scale Stroke Tempo: q=70bpm Rhythms: Quarter Notes Range: One octave C major A natural minor E minor pentatonic A minor pentatonic G major pentatonic GROUP B – Chords Power chords. Two-note chords are
played in a continuous sequence Tempo: q = 70bpm Rhythms: Quarter Notes Open position chords. Individual chords will be mashed once as prescribed by the examiner. Large: A, D, C G Minor: Am, Dm, Em GROUP C – Acoustic Riff In bar 1 must be played in the same shape in beams 2-4. The basic note of the pattern to be played is shown in the music
in each of the following three bars On Grade 1 candidates will be offered the choice between Sight Reading or Improvisation and Interpretation. Both are previously unseen and examples of each are given in the gradebook Tempo: q=70 Duration: 4 bars Rhythms: Half notes (minims) and quarter notes (crotchets) Key: A minor Pitches: A – E: 1st, 2nd and 3rd
strings Instrument compass: Open position to 3rd fret Candidates have 90 seconds to practice after which the examiner will play the backing track twice. The first time is to practice and the second time is to perform the final version for the exam. During practice time, candidates are given the opportunity to click through a metronome or a one bar count-in at
the beginning. The backing track is continuous so as soon as the first playthrough is over the count-in of the second games will start IMPROVISATION &amp; INTERPRETATION Tempo: q=70-80 Duration: 4-6 bars Key: C major or minor Improvisational travel: Rhythmic chords or melodic lead line (candidate choice) Candidates have 90 seconds to practice
after which the examiner will play the backing track twice. The first time is to practice and the second time is to perform the final version for the exam. During practice time, candidates are given the opportunity to go through a metronome click or a one bar count-in at the beginning. The backing track is continuous so as soon as the first playthrough is over the
count-in of the second player will start immediately. EAR TESTS Test 1: Melodic Recall Candidates hear three notes in a row. The examiner will ask if the notes are higher or lower (up or down) in order. The test is played twice. Each time the test is played, it is preceded by a one bar vocal count-in. The pace is q=85. Test 2: Rhythmic recall Candidates hear
a two bar rhythm played to a drum backing on the lowest sounding E string. The test is played twice. Candidates are asked to play the rhythm back, before identifying the rhythm to the two printed examples shown from the examiner. Each time the test is played, it is preceded by a one bar count-in. There will be a short gap for candidates to practice. Next
candidates will hear a vocal count-in and then have to play the rhythm on the drum backing. The pace is q=90. GENERAL QUESTIONS ABOUT THE CHAMBER CANDIDATES ARE ASKED FIVE QUESTIONS. Four of these questions are about general knowledge of music and the fifth question being asked about the candidate's instrument. Music
knowledge The examiner asks candidates four music knowledge questions based on a piece of music that is performed in the exam. Candidates will nominate the piece of music about which the questions are asked. In grade 1, candidates are asked to identify: The treble clef The time signature Whole, half, quarter and eighth note values The difference
between a large and small chord Instrument Knowledge The examiner will also ask the candidate one question about their instrument. In Grade 1 candidates will be asked to identify: Two of the following parts of the guitar: neck, fretboard, body, tuning-pegs, nut, bridge or soundhole Names of open strings Attainment BandDistinctionMeritPassBelow
PassBelow Pass 2 2 Mark Range18–2015–1712–146–110–5 Command of InstrumentConsistently clear production of sound and even tone Utility quality everywhereDe crazy production of sound and even tone quality in generalSome clear production of sound and generally even tone qualitySound becomes unclear with uneven quality of the tone
producedGee attempt and/or incomplete performance Sync or consistently synchronized with the music, or maintain an internal pulsePerformance usually synced with the music, music, an internal pulse maintainedPerformance sometimes synchronized with the music, or an internal pulse maintainedPerformance not synchronized with the music, or an
internal pulse not maintaining Any attempt and/or incomplete performance Accuracy &amp; Insight all of the written music accurately performed or demonstrated equivalent skills throughout. Understanding of musical structure shown all the time. Most of the written music performed accurately or demonstrated equivalent skills in general. Understanding the
musical structure shown most of the time. Some of the written music performed accurately or demonstrated equivalent skills generally. Understanding of musical structure shown some of the time. Written music not accurately performed or equivalent skills not demonstrated. Understanding of the musical structure is not proven. No attempt and/or incomplete
performance Style &amp; ExpressionConsistently convincing projection of the music. Mostly convincing projection of the music. A convincing projection of the music. Music not convincingly projected. No attempt and/or incomplete execution Technical exercises Achieve BandDistinction MeritPassBelow PassBelow Pass 2 Mark Range13–1511–129–104–80–3
Command of InstrumentConsistently clear production of sound and even tone quality everywhereNatoor clear production of sound and even tone quality in generalSome clear production of sound and generally even tone qualitySound becomes unclear with uneven quality of the tone produced No attempt and/or incomplete performance Sync or
PulsePerformance consistently synchronized with the music, or an internal pulse Performance maintained usually synchronized with the music, or an internal pulse maintainedPerformance sometimes synchronized with the music, or maintain an internal pulse Performance not synchronized with the music, or an internal pulse not maintaining No attempt
and/or incomplete performance Accuracy &amp; Insight all of the written music accurately performed or demonstrated equivalent skills throughout. Understanding of musical structure shown all the time. Most of the written music performed accurately or demonstrated equivalent skills in general. Understanding the musical structure shown most of the time.
Some of the written music performed accurately or demonstrated equivalent skills generally. Understanding of musical structure shown some of the time. Written music not accurately performed or equivalent skills not demonstrated. Understanding of the musical structure is not proven. No Attempt and/or Incomplete Performance Ear Tests Achieve
BandDistinction MeritPassBelow PassBelow Pass 2 Mark Range9-107-863–50–2 Accuracy &amp; of the written music accurately performed or equivalent skills demonstrated throughout. Understanding of musical structure shown all the time. Most of the written music accurately performed or demonstrated equivalent skills Understanding the musical
structure shown most of the time. Some of the written music performed accurately or demonstrated equivalent skills generally. Understanding of musical structure shown some of the time. Written music not accurately performed or equivalent skills not demonstrated. Understanding of the musical structure is not proven. No attempt and/or incomplete
Performance Supporting Tests Achieve BandDistinction MeritPassBelow PassBelow Pass 2 Mark Range9-107-863–50–2 Command of InstrumentConsistently Clear Production of Sound and Even Tone Quality ThroughoutMostly Clear Sound Production and even tone quality in generalSome clear production of sound and generally even tone qualitySound
produced is unclear with uneven quality of the tone produced No attempt and/or incomplete performance Sync or PulsePerformance consistently synchronized with the music, or an internal pulse maintainedPerformance usually synchronized with the music, or an internal pulse maintainedPerformance sometimes synchronized with the music, or maintain an
internal pulse Performance not synchronized with the music, or an internal pulse not maintained No attempt and/or incomplete performance Accuracy &amp; UnderstandingAll of the written music accurately performed or equivalent skills that are demonstrated everywhere. Understanding of musical structure shown all the time. Most of the written music
performed accurately or demonstrated equivalent skills in general. Understanding the musical structure shown most of the time. Some of the written music performed accurately or demonstrated equivalent skills generally. Understanding of musical structure shown some of the time. Written music not accurately performed or equivalent skills not demonstrated.
Understanding of the musical structure is not proven. No attempt and/or incomplete execution General custody questions Reach BandDistinction MeritPassBelow PassBelow Pass 2 Mark Range5 correct responses4 correct responses3 correct responses2 correct responses2 correct responses0–1 correct responses Performance Certificate Attainment
BandDistinctionMeritPassBelow PassBelow Pass 2 Mark Range18–2015–1712–146–1 1 10–5 Command of InstrumentConsistently clear production of sound and even tone quality throughoutSome clear production of sound and even tone quality overallSome clear production of sound and generally even tone qualitySound produced is unclear with uneven
quality of tone producedNo attempt and/or incomplete performance Sync or PulsePerformance consistently synchronized with the music, or an internal pulse maintainedPerformance usually synchronized with the music, or maintain an internal pulsePerformance sometimes synchronized with the music, or an internal pulse not synchronized with the music, or
an internal pulse not maintainedAn attempt and/or incomplete performance Accuracy &amp; UnderstandingAll of the written music accurately accurate or equivalent skills demonstrated everywhere. Understanding of musical structure shown all the time. Most of the written music performed accurately or demonstrated equivalent skills in general.
Understanding the musical structure shown most of the time. Some of the written music performed accurately or demonstrated equivalent skills generally. Understanding of musical structure shown some of the time. Written music not accurately performed or equivalent skills not demonstrated. Understanding of the musical structure is not proven. No attempt
and/or incomplete performance Style &amp; ExpressionConsistently convincing projection of the music. Mostly convincing projection of the music. A convincing projection of the music. Music not convincingly projected. No attempt and/or incomplete performance RSL advocates an open access approach to qualifications, providing a range of syllabi, designed
to accommodate a wide range of candidates of different ages, experience and levels of achievement. RSL awards qualifications included in the Regulated Qualifications Framework (RQF) by the Office of Qualifications and Examinations Regulation (Ofqual) in England and Northern Ireland. RSL is committed to maintaining and improving its reputation for
excellence by providing high-quality education and training through its syllabi, exams, music and resources. UCAS Points For students applying for work or university, many potential employers see rated music exams in a very positive way. Recognized qualifications show that they can commit to extracurricular activities, which is testament to the versatility
that many students find useful within UCAS (Universities &amp; Colleges Admissions Service) and for university admissions interviews. Our qualifications carry assigned points at the UCAS rate. Select free picks (FCPs) For all exams, candidates can play a number of Free Choices. Free Choice Pieces should demonstrate a similar level of technical and
musical demand as the pieces in the set selections in the grade books, which can be referred to as an indication of the correct level. Free choice pieces should be in a modern popular genre such as Pop, Rock, Jazz, Country, Blues, Soul, Reggae, Film and Musical Theatre. Own compositions are also acceptable. Documents should be carefully selected to
ensure that the documents provide candidates with the opportunity to demonstrate the relevant assessment criteria. Candidates are reminded that if a chosen Free Choice Piece does not meet these requirements, it may affect the level of performance that is possible within the exam. pieces must be performed on a backing track (without the examined part on
the track), except in the case that pieces are selected from the previous Rockschool syllabi and have no backing track or are specific specifically of Rock school as solo pieces. Instrument specification Candidates are reminded that it is their responsibility to select and provide a suitable musical instrument for each syllabus to demonstrate the relevant stylistic
and technical skills within their performance. If at all levels of research, if results or criteria assessed cannot be demonstrated or less safely demonstrated as a result of the equipment, this may be reflected in the assigned marks. For more information on each digit, download the full syllabus document below. ACOUSTIC 2015 SYllabus GUIDE (For
candidates taking the 2015-2019 Acoustic syllabus within the crossover period (t to Period C 2020)) Acoustic Syllabus (2 016 Edition) ACOUSTIC 2019 SYllabus GUIDE (For candidates taking the newest Acoustuc syllabus (Released 2019)) Acoustic Syllabus (2019 Edition) Edition
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